
Treasury Report

August has seen a positive reduction in overall costs for the 
DAO. A result of finalising our setup of the Cayman 
Foundation which had a high initial outlay with ongoing 
maintenance costs being significantly smaller in 
comparison to initial setup costs. In addition to this we 
have seen contributor rewards normalize following the 
restructure in late June. 

Revenue in August has struggled compared to previous 
months, this is partly due to a late claim of revenue in July 
but also a result of challenging market conditions that 
continue throughout Q3. Monthly revenue totals $89.2k a 
decrease of 27.1% MoM. 

Net loss for the month totaled ($296,452k) this is a 
significant decrease from July. And is a direct result of a 
reduction in contributor rewards by his is a result of a 
reduction in contributor rewards by 5% which is promising 
considering we hired and paid a new full time developer in 
this period. Legal expenses have reduced by 66.8% with 
further monthly spend reductions expected. This reduction 
in cost however was offset to an extent by an increase in 
Gas expenses totaling 27.3k for the month, this was a 
result of composite product rebalances. Treasury Portfolio Value

Portfolio value as of August 31st, 2022 totals $16.4M.

The Index Coop treasury (a breakdown can be seen on the 
balance sheet below) the main holding is INDEX totaling 
$8.5m. We have recently reallocated our Investment assets 
and have de risked a large proportion of our treasury. Index 
Coop currently holds ~$7.5m in stablecoin assets.

The treasury also received a significant reward from 
compound in the form of comp incentives from the 
leveraged series. These assets were liquidated into USDC. 
As a result stablecoin assets have grown MoM.

$INDEX Price $2.00

Revenue $89,279

Operational Expenses ($356,161)

Net Profit/(Loss) ($296,452)
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Developments within the month

The Index Coop has recently launched MNYe. MNYe 
automates a continuous basis trading strategy that returns a 
historically high, price neutral yield to token holders. Built 
using Set’s integration with Perpetual Protocol on Optimism, 
MNYe contains a fully hedged ETH position, with equivalent 
spot exposure and short exposure via perps.

The Finance team has also started talks with DebtDAO and 
other providers to obtain a revolving line of credit that can be 
used to support the DAO’s operations. 

Financial Metrics

Total Net Dollar Inflows -$2,954,583

Total Unit Supply 2,719,417
Total Wallet Exposure 
(Mainnet) 34,713

TVL $71,790,003

Growth Metrics

Net dollar inflow (N$F), this represents net dollar spend 
invested into Index’s products. The N$F’s over the last 3 
months have totaled $540k, this was the first month with 
negative inflows since April, which was due to net outflows 
from our mainnet products.

Total unit supply for all products hit a all time high of 2.7m in 
August. MoM there was a slight increase of 5%. ETH2x-FLI on 
mainnet hit a all time high of 1.5m units in August. The 
largest gainer was our ETH2x-FLI polygon product with a 
18% increase in unit supply MoM. 

8 out of our 9 mainnet products saw a positive increase in 
wallet exposure, with a MoM addition of 74 wallets. However 
our largest contributor to wallet exposure is DPI historically, 
saw a decrease of 39 wallets. 

Streaming fees generated were once again dominated by 
ETH2x-FLI and DPI, generating $67k and $38k in fees or 
87% of total revenue during July. icETH continues to build 
on its strong performance since launch with revenue 
increasing by 7% MoM. 

This month saw our quarterly rebalancing of our composite 
products, this led to a MoM increase of 166% on 
rebalancing. DPI accounted for the largest cost of $1.6k.
From our polygon product suite, ETH2x-FLI-P was the 
standout performer once again with a 66% gross profit 
margin. 

However, traction towards the polygon products has yet to 
match our mainnet product suite, with less than 5% of our 
total gross profit coming from our polygon products.

Products

Summary of Performance

https://www.instagram.com/indexcoop/
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YTD

Income Statement

Revenue $ $    $   $   $ $ $

Streaming Fees 877,764 278,177 177,229 109,103 122,472 89,279 1,654,024

Investment Income - - 45,184 - - - 45,184

Total Revenue 877,764 278,177 222,414 109,103 122,472 89,279 1,699,209

Cost of Sales

Liquidity Mining (247,130) - - - - - (247,130)

Methodologist Portion (313,432) (98,017) (57,461) (27,775) (49,154) (29,570) (575,409)

Total Cost of Sales (560,561) (98,017) (57,461) (27,775) (49,154) (29,570) (822,539)

Gross Profit 317,202 180,160 164,953 81,328 73,318 59,709 876,670

Operating Expenses

Contributor Rewards (1,761,637) (577,744) (418,447) (496,424) (289,378) (275,090) (3,818,720)

Exchange Listings (18,016) (6,738) -               -        - (3,356) (28,110)

Admin Expense (13,215) (24,182) (2,132) (31,511) (2,674) (9,012) (82,727)

Ads & Sponsorships (149,320) (14,727) (10,125) (3,388) (8,117) (1,577) (187,255)

Impression Mining (24,099) - (7,675) (788) (131) - (32,693)

Legal (7,031) - (22,581) - (98,967) (32,817) (161,395)

Events - - (5,228) - (5,228)

Data & Software 
Licensing

(2,726) (4,042) (11,892) (12,576) (10,821) (6,933) (48,989)

ETH Gas Expense (70,707) (646) (16,669) (46,950) (3,106) (27,377) (165,454)

Audit Expense -    - (13,788) (41,283) - - (55,071)

Operating Expenses 
Total (2,046,751) (628,079) (508,537) (632,921) (413,195) (356,161) (4,585,644)

Net Profit/(Loss) (1,729,549) (447,919) (343,584) (551,592) (339,877) (296,452) (3,708,974)

May June July AugustQ1 YTDApril
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Current Assets $

Aave 2,968

bb-a-USD-gauge 751,184

cDAI 399,731

cUSDC 798,746

DAI 1,443,405

DATA 3,109

ETH 48,581

ETH2x-FLI 3,652

G-UNI-DAI-USDC 1,140,562

G-UNI-icETH-WETH 248,871

icETH 3,184

Index 8,532,034

JPG 2,743

USDC 3,009,057

WETH 28,923

Cash & Cash Equivalents 16,416,749

Debtors

KuCoin Loan -

Total Assets 16,416,749

Liabilities -

Capital & Reserves

Paid in and vested capital 12,869,251

Unrealized price movement reserve 15,294,368

Retained Earnings (8,334,349)

Net Income (3,7800)

Total Equity 16,416,749

Balance Sheet (August 31st 2022)
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